Phi Beta Keys Given To Six

Music Honors Go To Freiberg, Gode

Miss Jones Pens New French Text

BY ERIC HANSEN

In line with the recent rush of publishing activity, faculty Miss Anne P. Jones of the French department has just completed Hervé Aujourd'hui, a book written in collaboration with Germaine Bree of New York University.

The book, expected off the press this week, is written to fill the existing deficiency of really first-class French writing which has appeared since the middle ages to the present, including several works which have never been translated and are available and untranslatable by their nature. The quality and intellectual challenge of the French student and traditional writer that of the college student.

"There are two main reasons why I have written this book," said Miss Jones, "firstly, to give students the opportunity to read the best in French literature which I believe is possible at the beginning of the year in French," said Miss Jones.

Accordingly, the newly completed work "Hervé Aujourd'hui" will draw upon some of the greatest writings in French prose and poetry from the Middle Ages to the present, including several that have never appeared in the texts of undergraduate. All of these selections will be presented in an unedited and uncut form, except in the case of one modern piece, too long to print in its entirety and two selections written in medieval French which will be translated into modern French; one of the translations being done by Miss Jones herself. Also included in the book is the unpublished work of a Frenchman, appearing for the first time in "Hervé Aujourd'hui."
Mac installed Present Petitions for Executive Positions, Committee Chairmen

With the flash of camera and inaugural speeches the first SEC meeting under new president Bill MacArthur was underway.

Before handing the well-used gavel to Bill, retiring president Joe Dunbeck remarked, "I wish to sincerely thank all representatives, committee chairmen and all those who have been such a big help to me in spite of many frustrations. The problem concerning a big name band was certainly frustrating, but I hope the idea to someday have one here will not be dormant."

Joe was also gratified for the successful projects during his term as president. Referring to the recent MCSGA conference Joe said, "I feel that the student government conference was successful from a number of aspects...topics were well chosen and well liked according to the delegates...and we got out of the rut of our own school by taking an interest in the affairs and problems of other conference colleges. Also the most rewarding experience that we received throughout the entire conference came from many delegates who remarked how well we all hit some kinks. Joe's closing remark was very pertinent to the fact that everyone give us much aid to Bill."

Bill MacArthur then received his badge of office saying, "The last ten days have been very encouraging to me since 78 per cent of the campus turned out to welcome him in, and 85 Lawrence petitioned for executive positions in SEC. This shows that there is interest among Lawrence students concerning their student government."

Closing the inauguration "ceremony" Dr. Knight said, "This is a very important event in my life, and you may be aware of a great deal through my relationship with Joe and I hope it will be the same with Bill."

Referring to the recent big name band problem Dr. Knight stated, "Beyond the band situation as the path of liberal education, and remember that the path of democracy is never easy. An important job such as this makes up of 95 per cent part time details, but the biggest job is to have the insight to go beyond this."

Following the presidential installation John Owen proceeded with the reading of the selection committee. He stated how petitions for executive positions are handled by the selection committee.

"Petitioners," said John, "are rejected if it is felt that they are unqualified for the job they desire. However, rejected petitioners can appeal selection and then a majority of SEC voting members can put them back up for selection."

John then proceeded to read out the qualifications of the petitioners in the various executive positions omitting their proposals due to lack of time. He urged all groups to read over this week's proposals carefully as they will contain the proposals of all petitioners. Each group is to decide upon the top three choices for each position. The approved slate follows:

VICE-PRESIDENT
Dorothea Bohammer
John Liebanstein
Dave Smith
Bob Swalin
Gil Swift
TREASURER
Chuck Gabel
Mike Harris
Win Lendingham
Mark Rodman
Tom TenSki
NEW STUDENT WEEK
Stella Anderson and Dick Bjornson
Lucy Nyland and Pete Switzer
Mary Shaw and Gil Swift
Lys Vanlinauront and Jim Reiski
Judy Walch and Ted Pinkerton
Judy Burneauder and Roy Sherman
Ann Dumprey and Peg Evans
HOMECOMING
Jill Grandis and Dick Cusek
Pete Krause and Mike Lepawsky
Jannic Stasch and Karl Schmid
POLL
Tom Christie, Joel Blahnik and Jane Bouline
Bob Grimes and Nancy Franks
Kathy Kast and Benny Sweeney
Judy Peterson and Tom Weber
UNION
Edn Haflechner and
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from the reviewing board

much ado about shakespearean plays

Taking a stab at Shakespeare is a difficult thing for any theatrical group to attempt. Thursday night, the Lawrence College Theater, working under almost overwhelming handicaps, made such an attempt, and considering the circumstances, did a more than acceptable job. While the acting and scenery were deficient in part, the group as a whole did justice to the author and to themselves.

"Much Ado About Nothing" begins slowly, but rapidly builds to the clarification of the plot and the anticipation of the outcome start involving the audience in its action. Technically, this involvement is aided by swift scene changes and a minimum of props. A musical background composed by Mr. Ming of the Conservatory adds much to the continuity of the play. Occasionally, however, it tended to drown out the actors, whose voices lacked much of the necessary Shakespearean resonance.

The characteristics of Dennis O'Flynn (Claudia), Walt Scott, (Don Pedro), and Frank Gaylord (Leonato), were creditable. Of the three, O'Flynn, most approached the Elizabethan ideal of forceful projection and acting skill. He had occasional lapses, however, in particular a lack of response when his beloved (Hero, portrayed by Rowan Schmidt), whom he believed dead, suddenly appears very much alive, at the conclusion of the play.

Scott and Gaylord carried their parts well and in addition, were among the few players whose voices carried well throughout the theater.

The setting of Neil Dohr and Pete Roberts was one of the high points of performance. Neil's portrayal of the witty Beatrice was one of depth and feeling. Pete Roberts, as the dashing Benedick, who never considered himself capable of love is delightful in the frequent willowings.

Bill Wood, Fritz Ruf, Bert Elliot, John Eierman, and George Purucker as the daring men who uncover the vicious plot to destroy the happiness of Claudia and Hero, set the audience to laughing at the drunken escapades. Carroll Gonzo, as the melodic Balthazar, in particular among the few players whose voices carried well throughout the theater.

The play, though lacking in certain aspects, survives with verge and continuity. And while it, perhaps the emotions which are an integral part of it and is, as we have said a creditable performance. Herein lies the problem the need to decide whether the production was good for comedy or farce.

Centry Two-pants TRIO rides thru a busy schedule with the greatest of ease.

Monday & Friday 11:00 to 12:00  Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday & Saturday 4:00 to 6:00

Penney's 5-place suit you can switch 'n swap to fit any occasion ... dress-up, sporty or casual! A glittery woven faille suit plus a matching contrasting all wool slacks. Gen­ try tailored slim 'n smart in stripes, plaids or tweeds. Shop Penney's, you can't afford not to!
Greek Groups - VII

Greeks Await Vernal Equinox

(With spring just around the corner, the Greeks are shaking off the moths and preparing for the season when their favorite faculty take the proverbial turn. They are busy winding up the old business and launching into their spring plans...) [Greek Editor]

Pi Beta Phi

Having heard a vague rumor that certain freshman girls are becoming active in campus groups, Pi Beta Phi is seriously considering a similar move. In fact, it is quite possible that our activation will take place sometime before May Day although one must avoid making rash statements about such matters. Having successfully recovered from the Cocktail Caper (and we hope you have too!), the Pi Phi's turned their sorrowful gaze in the joyous Greek song. Results of the latter unmentioned, we are now industriously preparing our send-off and left feet in the right direction at the proper times in anticipation of the Folk dance festival.

Our musical members have come to the fore as Pat Miller was recently elected president of Sigma Alpha Iota, Maryline Love, vice-president, and Joan Berger treasurer. Keep on the lookout for the Monday night hot dog stand! Who knows—maybe someday the mustard, buns, hot dogs and boiling pans will all cooperate as once to furnish you hungry hot dog lovers?

PENE KEGEL

Kappa Delta

A gathering round, we have some stars in our midst—that is, those long-awaited sailing papers. The old crew under Captain Wissmiller was chosen “Delt Enterprise” because it was not possible for any one of them to say, “Oh, what will my house blues” could be heard in the near future; so Joanie Padgett was chosen “Delt Skipper.” New officers will do a terrific job.

KAPPALINCA

Kappa Alpha Theta

Happy responses and songs of congratulations attended the singing of “Hail Columbia” and “Theta House Blues” could be heard in the serenity wing of Colman last Saturday afternoon, as the Theta girls, somewhat excited, appeared at the stage we had just repressed. All Linda and Mary Lou’s were there to greet our lady mother!” [When will you ever learn?] [Delt access to purchase a one dollar ticket for the Friday night show will be completely out of their league.]

At the Delta “Playboy Party” Saturday night, the Delta Wussmiller was chosen “Delta Playmate.” Wuss will be appearing in the April issue of “Playmated magazine. Be sure and get your copy at your favorite newsstand.

After our Monday night meeting, dishes were prepared for the activation banquet.

SUE SCIDMORE

Delta Sigma Theta

“Anchors Away!” is the cry of the 22 proud NG Actives. With their voices SATURDAY afternoon, the swells finally received those long-awaited sailing papers. The new initiating ceremonies.

Delta Gamma

Our musical members have been diligent in their study and we are ex- cepted in competely awing their tentive and spellbound audience with the slow melodic lilt of “Club 218.” The House stood mesmerized, awed by the fiery beauty of the voices and the vastness of the room.

JULIE ESCH

Epsilon Delta Phi

Mayor Wissmiller-Martinez Adamson’s last day as president of Theta, which was also our farewell dinner. When we turned the gavel over to Karen Kenngott, we were all sorry to see her go as she is so dear to us but confident that Karen, as well as all the new officers will do a terrific job.

Our knees may have been a little shaky last Friday night at the Greek song, but thanks to the pop and energy of a little blond named Carol Schneider ADPs passed through with little patience a group singing. A set of silver dishes was presented to her Monday night as a token of our appreciation.

We recently had the pleasure of receiving our province president, who was courteous enough to visit us on this our first Sunday in Lawrence College. The main event of the evening was the installation of the Lamba Chapter. The main event of the evening was the installation of the Lamba Chapter.

PHI KAPPA TAU

Alpha Kappa Psi

Happily received and sung on completion of the singing of “Hail Columbia” and “Theta House Blues” could be heard in the serenity wing of Colman last Saturday afternoon, as the Theta girls, somewhat excited, appeared at the stage we had just repressed. All Linda and Mary Lou’s were there to greet our lady mother!” [When will we ever learn?] [Delt access to purchase a one dollar ticket for the Friday night show will be completely out of their league.

At the Delta “Playboy Party” Saturday night, the Delta Wussmiller was chosen “Delta Playmate.” Wuss will be appearing in the April issue of “Playmated magazine. Be sure and get your copy at your favorite newsstand.

After our Monday night meeting, dishes were prepared for the activation banquet.

SUE SCIDMORE

Sorority news is rather pleasant, alums appeared on the scene and from the sound of their voices back after their “grand prix” weekend. The former Delt house was under the technical direction of Joe Holmes who flew in from Washington D.C., especially for this gala opening.

PAMELA WISSMILLER, DELT and her escort, Doug Moland.

This Bob and Pat Kinkade succeeded in completely avert their memories.

NANCY WISSMILLER. DELT and her escort. Doug Moland.

The Playboy rabbit went to bed that night very late and tired with many memories.

DON ANDLER

Beta Theta Pi

Well, several of the brothers arrived at the Ball. The House had a full house and competed in the Midwest indoor conference meet in Chicago. We were treated to a tour of Chicago’s by a cracker jack, the Wisconsin who is quite an authority on big cities. Another Wisconsin athlete, Ron Simon, was very surprised to see that Boston was not built with more, even higher than silos.

For Best Buys in School Supplies

Art and Drafting Materials

SYLVESTER & NIELSEN INC.

PHONE 3-6655
College indoor track team ran at U. of Chicago's fieldhouse and Sutherland Takes First In Shotput, third in the conference.

The only individual winner for Lawrence was Gil Summerfield, who shot the shot-put event with a 45 6/10" toss. John Farkas, Gary Sorensen, and Ron Simon were the other individuals who placed for the Vikings.

The other Lawrence points came as the 

The school was "expelled" on April 15, 1958 due to the seven-year exile. The lack of depth and numbers hurts them more than anything else, for instance, they have no pole vaulter, javelin thrower, or broad jumper. They have few hurdlers, dashers, and 410 men, and are only strong in the weights and distances.

Wednesday noon the Ski Club held their annual elections for the coming year 1958-59. Jeff Brown was elected President, Don Anderson is the new Vice President and Treasurer, Elmer Kell was again elected Secretary, and Paula Schilder, publicity chairman. A trip to Brule is planned for this Sunday, sign up at the business office.

All Lawrenceians interested in baseball are to meet on the second floor of Science Hall on Tuesday, March 18, right after dinner. This applies to freshmen as well as upper-classmen, and is mostly an organizational meeting. Let's make our new sport successful!
MCSGA Stimulates, Directs Thought

Common Campus Problems Under Group Discussion

BY JUDY LARSEN AND MARY RENTNER

Friday and Saturday of last week found delegates from the schools of the Midwest Conference hashing and re-hashing common campus problems as part of the Conference Student Government Association's meeting at Lawrence.

John Larkcom, chairman of an ever-timely subject-group meeting on extra-curricular activities, stated that there is a tendency for a majority of the students to completely ignore such activities.

Another meeting touched on student activities off-campus. This group concluded that off-campus activities help the general college spirit. Some schools even land off-campus workers and guests to help with the campus activities. Some schools even own off-campus quarters where guests and retreats can be held.

General discussed a program of off-campus cars that could be used by students on a rental program for activities away from the school. Such a program, however, would have to be under good faculty supervision.

Informal ball sessions with professors, an honors dorm, and various prizes for achievement in math, literature, etc., were some of the suggestions that came out of the discussion on methods of stimulating intellectual curiosity.

It was generally agreed that in the long run, the best way to stimulate intellectual curiosity would involve a positive approach to making the subject of interest and present in such a way that a student would be enticed to keep their interest. The value of Greek group support was also recognized.

Delegates from most of the colleges admitted that there is a tendency for a majority of the students to completely ignore such activities.

In the general meeting, Monmouth college proposed that an annual sportsmanship trophy be awarded each year to the school rated highest by visiting teams on the sportsmanship of their team and fans. This idea was to be presented to the individual campuses for student opinion and vote.

The presidents of the various conference student government bodies met and discussed encampments. Four colleges in our conference - Monmouth, Beloit, Coe, and Lawrence - held encampments. They all seem to have a common purpose, that of discussion of current campus problems and the increase of communication between the administration-faculty and students in an attempt to bring out serious recommendations for the college.

The Lawrence President's Committee seems to be an original idea, but other schools hold weekly informal discussions with professors and teachers similar to Lawrence's new program of weekly discussions with the deans in the Union.

Although no one claims that the conference actually solved any campus-seeking problems, there was the general feeling that it moved in the proper direction; it is hoped that the conference served as a stimulus to some serious thought that might serve fruitful in the future.

PLAYBOY JAZZ ALL STARS

In one great album, the list of artists sounds like a "Who's Who" of Jazz and the music has that "out of this world" sound.

JOIN OUR OWN RECORD CLUB!

KARRAS RESTAURANT

CATERING SERVICE

MEAL-A-MINUTE

Complete Chicken & Shrimp Dinners

From 11:00 A.M. TO 11:00 P.M.

FREE DELIVERY

CALL RE 7-7061
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Bonde Presents

Beethoven, Bach

Allen Bonde, pianist, will present his senior recital this Sunday afternoon, March 16, at 4 o'clock in the Recital Hall of the Conservatory.

Mr. Bonde's program will include compositions from four periods of writing. He will begin his program with "Chromatic Fantasies and Fugue" by J. S. Bach, who composed during the culmination of the Baroque Period.

From Bach to Beethoven - Allen will perform next " Sonata Op. 1, No. 2" by Beethoven. Also included in his program will be "Four Studies" by Chopin.

The final period of writing which will be represented on his program is the Contemporary Period. Mr. Bonde will play six "Romantic Folk Dances" by Bartok.

Allen, a senior, is from the studio of Robert Barnes and is a candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Music with a major in Piano.

TAXI DRIVING, at best, is a checked career. Some drivers have nothing to click - nothing to control like the meter! Traffic crawls, motor stalls, horns bleat, bumpers meet. What a moment to reach for a Lucky - and discover (horrors!) you're fresh out. That's when the most genial driver turns into a Crabby Cabby. And why not? He's missing the best taste going ... a cigarette that's light even better. Try 'em yourself. And step on it!

DON'T JUST STAND THERE...

STICKLE! MAKE '25

Sticklers are simple radios with two tiny shining pennants. Both words must have the same number of syllables. (No drawings, please!) We'll sell out at $25 for all we use - and for hundreds that never see print. So send stacks of 'em with your name, address, college and class to Happy-Jon Lucky, Box 67A, Mount Vernon, New York.

WHAT IS A TINIEST STICKLE?

WHAT IS A TINY STICKLE?

WHAT IS A DEPUTY DIRECTOR?

WHAT IS A FIPED DIRECTOR?

What is a Tiny Stickle?

WHAT IS A TINY STICKLE?

WHAT IS A DIPED DIRECTOR?

WHAT IS A DEPUTY DIRECTOR?

WHAT IS A TINY STICKLE?
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